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A

s 2015 draws to a close, I remember fondly all the good things
that have stayed in my mind, the pleasure of meeting the
wonderful people who came to stay at the Hotel Dauphine
Saint Germain, the joy of seeing those of them who came
back, some again and again, and the exciting challenge of opening
the Hotel Jeanne d’Arc in the Marais and creating a new home-awayfrom home for our guests. I want to thank the incredible Dauphine Saint
Germain and Jeanne d’Arc teams for making all this possible.
Our New Year resolutions are to reach even higher. Better should become
best. We want to make your stay even more comfortable and even more
unforgettable. We started by upgrading all the bedding at Hotel Jeanne
d’arc to 5-star standard. But don’t misunderstand us. We don’t want you
to spend all your time in bed when you’re in Paris. We want you to go
out and experience all that the city has to offer. And you can count on us
for endless suggestions.

We are looking forward to seeing you again.
In the name of all the staff, Marc and I want
to wish you a great Holiday Season and a
very happy New Year 2016!

Marc and Marie Tournier

Rive
Gauche:

wAs
heartwarming
as a cup of cocoa,
as comfortable as your
favourite
bathrobe,
Hotel
Dauphine Saint Germain is nestled
in the heart of the Latin Quarter
and is the ideal choice for a dynamic,
convenient and stylish stay in Paris.
Only steps away from boulevards Saint
Germain and Saint-Michel, a walking distance
from the Pont Neuf, Notre Dame Cathedral and
the Louvre Museum, this hotel prides itself on
providing a hospitality that is tailor-made for all
those for whom the subtle nuances between the
usual and the unexpected make all the difference.
y Wake up in one of its elegant rooms, and you’ll be
ready to live the Paris of your dreams. Walk out the
door after a delicious breakfast, and you’ll step into
the mix of culture and savoir-vivre of the St. Germain
des Prés area. Be charmed by its stone facades,
narrow streets with flower-covered balconies,

Parisian
Getaway
amazing
shops, s the
best in international
fashion, fine gastronomy
and specialized bookstores,
as well as famous cafés (Le Flore,
Les Deux Magots), the Odeon theater,
cinemas and numerous art galleries.
w Housed in a 17th century building, the
hotel boasts 30 individually decorated rooms,
each representative of the unmistakably French
touch in interior decoration. You’ll immediately
know that you have entered a universe of Parisian
chic, leisure and elegance when you recognize
fabrics by Pierre Frey, Jane Churchill and Manuel
Canovas, and lamps and mirrors by Sarah Lavoine.
Each curtain, wall hanging, sofa, cushion or canopy
has been carefully selected to make you dream and
feel at home.
h This nest of classical modernity offers you
everything an urban, active and sophisticated
visitor of The City of Light might need: traditional
furnishings, marble bathrooms, minibars, cable TV,
complimentary wireless Internet access, breakfast
in the tearoom and room service around the
clock... Ask our multilingual staff for priceless
tips about what to do and where to go, and
they’ll give you an insider’s insight into the
best and most trendy Paris has to offer at
that particular moment. y

LOOK

New

for the new bedding of Jeanne d’Arc.

We started by upgrading all the bedding at Hotel
Jeanne d’Arc to 5-star standard.

The bedding, EPEDA PRO 5000,
is a premium product designed for 4 and 5 star hotels.

But do not misunderstand us!
You will not have to pay 5-star prices.

Some Parisian hotels equipped with this bedding:

We just want you to have a great night’s sleep after
a long day out, experiencing all the city has to offer
and to make sure, you wake up relaxed and full of
strength for a new day of adventures!

Hotel Fouquet’s
Hotel Costes
Hotel San Regis
Hotel Relais Christine
Hotel Pershing Hall
Classic and superior rooms are equipped with 160cm
(Queen) bedding, and the Deluxe twin rooms with
2x90cm twin and 180cm (King) double beds.

1. How did you get started in the flower business?
SM: My fondest childhood memories are associated
with the garden of my grandparents. I cultivated
my passion, and acquired skill and experience from
masters who taught me the trade before I went out
on my own.

INTERVIEW

sebastien mengozzi
2. What is it about flowers that appeals to you?
SM: The fact that cut flowers are ephemeral is

of utmost importance to me, for it enables one to
constantly redo one’s arrangement.

3. What challenges did you face in your career and
how did you overcome them?

SM: Of all the challenges, the most important are

those that have to be met daily: satisfying my clientele,
making last minute decorations, and managing a
perishable inventory. Those are daily challenges that
are essential for a top-of-the-line business.

4.

What advice would you give to anyone
thinking of changing careers or giving up
their jobs to start their own flower business?

SM: I think you cannot become a florist from

one day to the next. In spite of appearances, it
is a job that requires physical skills. Like for any
other craft, training is necessary, but passion and
experience are the keys to success.

5. Why is your business on
avenue George V?

SM: Of course the address
is prestigious, but the variety
of the clientele, from luxury
and fashion, to offices, hotels
and special events, was the
determining factor for choosing
the location of my store.

6. Hotel Dauphine Saint

Germain in 4 words :
w Cosy
w Parisian
w Cocoon
w Welcoming

INTERVIEW with

Carole BENAROYA
from
KUJTEN is the result of a friendship between
two young Parisians: Carole Benaroya and
Stephanie Eriksson. One has an expertise in
finance, and is a fashion and design addict; the
other works in the fashion industry, has a real
expertise in knitwear and cashmere, and is
sensitive to details and the world’s beauty.

INTERVIEW with

Carole BENAROYA
from

When did you start designing
your line?

1.

5. Home is where the heart is.

7. What are the next 5 places

CB: I started Kujten back in 2012.

CB: My home is wherever the
people I love are. But above all,
Paris is my hometown, and since
the terror attacks, I have felt even
more Parisian than ever before.

CB: The next 5 places:

2. Let’s discuss inspiration.

What inspires you?

CB: I’m inspired by Mongolia.
May I remind you that Kujten is
the name of the highest summit
there. The whole Kujten universe is
based on Mongolian landscapes, a
way of life and respect for nature.

3. What do you consider luxury?
CB: For me, luxury is freedom
and the ability to do whatever
you want, and to wear whatever
you love. Cashmere makes you
feel secure and beautiful.

4.

What comes first in your
life?
CB: I love travelling and meeting
people in order to get inspired for
my collections, I love shopping
and walking around in cities.
Rio de Janeiro

Tell us about your home.

6.

What are your top 5 favorite
destinations?
CB: My top 5 destinations:
w Mongolia, the most beautiful
country of all, maybe one of
the last countries that has
been preserved from too much
modernity.
w Los Angeles, because I love the
way of life there, very different
from the rest of the US.
w Corsica: I have spent all
my summers there since my
childhood, the sea there is clearer
than anywhere else on earth.
w Israel, a country full of history
with unbelievable landscapes.
w Marrakech, where the
hospitality is such a treasure.
Marrakech

you would like to travel to?

w Rio de Janeiro
w Buenos Aires. Kujten has lots
of clients who come from there.
These beautiful women talk
about their city with so much
passion that I definitely want to
discover it.
w Lapland: I think I could
discover there another country
like Mongolia, where nature rules
supreme.
w Bali
w Tokyo

8. What’s your most useful
travel tip?

CB: I always travel with cashmere
leggings — they make me
feel relaxed and comfortable,
especially for long haul flights.

9. “Rive Gauche” or “Rive

Droite”?

CB: I’m a Rive Gauche girl: Saint
Germain des Prés is definitely for
me the best spot in Paris.

10.

Hotel Dauphine Saint
Germain in 5 points:

Israel

w Warm
w Cosy
w Best hospitality ever
w A family place where you feel
you belong.
w Top location

Season’s Greetings

& A Happy 2016

Hotel Dauphine Saint Germain
Hotel Jeanne d’Arc Marais

Where to find our friends
Kujten Passy
68, rue de Passy
75016 Paris
Tel : 01.77.16.15.23
Kujten Commerce
32, rue du Commerce
75015 Paris
Tel : 01.75.57.14.91
Neuilly-sur-Seine
29, rue de Sablonville
92200 Neuilly/Seine
Tel : 09.67.46.50.72

www.kujten.com
Kujten St Germain
42, rue du Four
75006 Paris
Tel : 01.53.71.76.02

Kujten Madeleine
3, rue Tronchet
75008 Paris
Tel : 01.42.65.35.96

Sebastien Mengozzi
16, avenue George V
75008 Paris
Tel : 01 40 70 06 01

